
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of business developer. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business developer

Design solutions for projects which are compliant with BI, EDW and
Enterprise architectural standards
Maintain professional / technical knowledge by attending educational
workshops
Must be comfortable in marketing to all branches of the Armed Services the
Intelligence Community and Other Government Organizations
Support overall strategic planning and linking pursuits/capture activities
which support the business development metrics for pipeline, awards, and
revenue
Participate in business development planning and review activities, to include
periodic pipeline reviews, opportunity gate reviews, black hat sessions, win
theme and discriminator workshops, and proposal reviews
Collaborate with other business developers, technical staff, and management
to support cross enterprise objectives and customer engagement
Interact routinely with all levels of management, infrastructure/support staff,
and customers as needed in identifying new opportunities and executing
capture and proposal efforts
Develop capture strategy including business solution for pursuit of
opportunities
Together with each supplier set the goals and create action plans based on
the Category directions that will enhance the full potentials of the business
Evaluate and develop existing production capacities
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Expert knowledge of MicroStrategy 9.4(including Visual Insight and
Documents)
Proficient in developing MicroStrategy objects, filters, prompts and metrics
Experience working with the full cycle development process, which includes
analysis, design, construction and testing
Strong awareness and understanding of business processes and functions
(sales, operations, finance, marketing)
Strong knowledge of Microsoft SQL Server 2012with the ability to optimize,
analyze and improve SQL queries
Understand in detail the underlying SAP BW data structures


